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Abstract Rubber hand illusion (RHI) is an important

phenomenon for the investigation of body ownership and

self/other distinction. The illusion is promoted by the

spatial and temporal contingencies of visual inputs near a

fake hand and physical touches to the real hand. The neural

basis of this phenomenon is not fully understood. We

hypothesized that the RHI is associated with a fronto-

parietal circuit, and the goal of this study was to determine

the dynamics of neural oscillation associated with this

phenomenon. We measured electroencephalography while

delivering spatially congruent/incongruent visuo-tactile

stimulations to fake and real hands. We applied time–fre-

quency analyses and calculated renormalized partial

directed coherence (rPDC) to examine cortical dynamics

during the bodily illusion. When visuo-tactile stimulation

was spatially congruent, and the fake and real hands were

aligned, we observed a reduced causal relationship from

the medial frontal to the parietal regions with respect to

baseline, around 200 ms post-stimulus. This change in

rPDC was negatively correlated with a subjective report of

the RHI intensity. Moreover, we observed a link between

the proprioceptive drift and an increased causal relation-

ship from the parietal cortex to the right somatosensory

cortex during a relatively late period (550–750 ms post-

stimulus). These findings suggest a two-stage process in

which (1) reduced influence from the medial frontal

regions over the parietal areas unlocks the mechanisms that

preserve body integrity, allowing RHI to emerge; and (2)

information processed at the parietal cortex is back-pro-

jected to the somatosensory cortex contralateral to the real

hand, inducing proprioceptive drift.

Keywords Rubber hand illusion �
Electroencephalography � Causal relationship � Body

ownership

Introduction

The feeling of body ownership is a fundamental psycho-

logical function because it influences multisensory-motor

interactions with the environment as well as self-recogni-

tion (Blanke and Metzinger 2009; Berlucchi and Aglioti

2010; De Vignemont 2007). Yet the neural processes

subtending body ownership are only partially understood.

On the functional level, it has been proposed that body

ownership arises from the interactions between multisen-

sory inputs and internal predictive models of the body

(Tsakiris 2010; Apps and Tsakiris 2014). On the neural

level, body ownership has been associated with a fronto-

parietal circuit, involving premotor ventral cortices, the

parietal lobes (the inferior parietal lobule and the temporo-

parietal junction), the right insula, and the somatosensory

and visual cortices (Ehrsson et al. 2004; Makin et al. 2008;

Tsakiris et al. 2010). This neural circuit has primarily

emerged from neuropsychological findings (Vallar and
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Ronchi 2006) and studies of brain metabolism (e.g.,

Ehrsson et al. 2007; Tsakiris et al. 2007, 2010). More

recently, studies of neural oscillation have also started to

contribute to the understanding of the neurofunctional

mechanisms of body perception (Kanayama et al. 2007;

Evans and Blanke 2013; Lenggenhager et al. 2011).

However, the overall dynamics of the brain network related

to own-body perception remain largely unexplored, limit-

ing our understanding of the functional stages that may

underlie this complex cognitive phenomenon.

In the present study, we aimed to unravel the dynamics

of the brain network involved in own-body perception,

considering the well-studied case of the rubber hand illu-

sion (RHI; Botvinick and Cohen 1998). In this famous

bodily illusion, a causal role of the inferior parietal lobule

has been documented using transcranial magnetic stimu-

lation (TMS) (Kammers et al. 2009). However, TMS lacks

spatial resolution, and the effects of stimulation spread

easily to adjacent areas. In addition, TMS studies generally

focus on a specific cortical area, which makes an

exploratory search for causal relationships difficult. Neu-

roimaging methods based on metabolic measurements, like

functional magnetic resonance image (fMRI), have much

higher spatial resolution than TMS, and are the most

appropriate techniques for identifying both a specific cor-

tical area and its psychological task-related network

(Ehrsson et al. 2004, 2005; Gentile et al. 2013; Guterstam

et al. 2013). Studies measuring cortical activities using a

scalp electroencephalography (EEG) enable the investiga-

tion of the overall dynamics of neural oscillation in this

brain network. Unlike neuroimaging methods based on

metabolic measurements, the millisecond temporal reso-

lution of EEG allows a chronometry of neural processes.

Furthermore, causality analysis using scalp EEG has

recently been developed to investigate the cortical

dynamics underlying complex psychological phenomena

(Mullen et al. 2010; Delorme et al. 2011). This method has

been successfully adopted to reveal patterns of information

flow in various psychological processes, including control

of interference (Hesse et al. 2003), language processing

(Gow et al. 2008), emotion (Keil et al. 2009; Sabatinelli

et al. 2014), and motor imagery (Gao et al. 2011). In

addition, a recent study has demonstrated that causality

analysis could contribute to the understanding of cortical

interactions related to the sense of ownership for one’s own

face (Serino et al. 2015). Here, we took advantage of

causality analyses to study the bodily phenomena elicited

by the RHI. If the fronto-parietal network has an important

role on illusory body-ownership during RHI, we hypothe-

sized that a significant correlation would exist between the

index of the causal relationship of the fronto-parietal net-

work and the subjective feelings related to the RHI.

Materials and Methods

Participants

Twenty undergraduates (15 females, age range:

19–36 years old) participated in the study. All participants

had normal or corrected-to-normal vision, normal

somatosensation, and did not report any neurological or

psychiatric problems. Two participants were left-handed.

Written informed consent was obtained from each partici-

pant prior to participation in the experiment. All experi-

mental procedures were approved by the ethical committee

of the University of Trento (Protocol 2014-028) and have

been performed in accordance with the ethical standards as

laid down in the 1964 Declaration of Helsinki and its later

amendments.

Materials and Apparatus

The experiment was conducted inside a dimly lit, sound-

attenuated experimental room, which was also shielded to

avoid electrical noise. Participants sat on a comfort-

able chair in front of a table. A mirror box modeled on the

one introduced by Tsakiris and Haggard (2005) was posi-

tioned on the table surface. The box (width: 45 cm; length:

85 cm; height: 25 cm) was a table-like structure, supported

on the short sides and opened on the two long sides. The

top panel of the box was a semi-silvered mirror (length:

80 cm; width: 40 cm), and a neon light was placed inside

the box. When the neon light was switched on, the inside of

the box was visible. By contrast, when the neon light was

switched off, the top panel became a reflecting surface

making the inside of the box invisible. The participant’s

left hand was never visible regardless of the neon light due

to its occlusion by black cardboard placed on top of the

semi-silvered mirror. In preparation for the experiment,

participants wore a kitchen glove on their left hand and

positioned their left hand under the box (as in Pavani et al.

2000). At the right side of the participant’s left hand, a fake

hand (rubber hand) was placed. This was a kitchen glove,

identical to the glove worn by participants, filled with

cotton and metal wires to mimic the tridimensional struc-

ture of a human hand.

Procedure

Rubber Hand Exposure Phase

The visuo-tactile discrimination task as a RHI induction. In

the classic RHI illusion experiment, two conditions are

used during the rubber hand (RH) exposure phase. In the

‘synchronous’ condition, stimulation on the real and the
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fake hands occurs at the same time, typically delivered

using two manually controlled paint brushes. In the other

(‘asynchronous’) condition, stimulations on the real and the

fake hands are decoupled. In the current experiment, during

the RH exposure phase, participants performed a visuo-

tactile discrimination task. Instead of changing the timing

of the visual and tactile stimulations (synchronous vs.

asynchronous), we manipulated the spatial congruency

between the events on the real and fake hands. In the

spatially congruent condition, visual and tactile stimuli

occurred on the same finger of the real and rubber hands

(e.g., both stimuli applied to the index finger or both to the

little finger). In the spatially incongruent condition, visual

and tactile stimuli occurred on different fingers. That is,

stimuli were applied to the index finger of the fake hand

and to the little finger of the real hand, or to the little finger

of the fake hand and the index finger of the real hand.

Figure 1 depicts an example in which the light-emitting

diode (LED) was turned on at the index finger of the rubber

hand; however, it must be noted that the experimental

design included a different set of trials in which the LED

was turned on at the little finger of the rubber hand. With

this approach we achieved (1) full control over the stimu-

lation timing, which was a prerequisite for subsequent EEG

analyses; (2) comparable timing of visual and tactile

stimuli across all conditions (i.e., they were always

synchronous). Two red LEDs, which served as visual

stimuli, were attached on the dorsal surfaces of the index

and the little finger of the rubber hand. Two tactile stim-

ulator devices (solenoids 1.5 9 20 mm; www.heijo.com)

were attached on the dorsal surfaces of the index and the

little finger of the participant’s left hand.

To promote attention to the tactile stimuli, we instructed

participants to perform a speeded spatial discrimination on

each tactile target while ignoring a concurrent visual dis-

tractor. During this task, the neon light inside the box was

switched on, making the rubber hand with an active green

LED on the middle finger of the rubber hand clearly visible

as a visual fixation. In contrast, the participant’s real left

hand was not visible, occluded by black cardboard. Par-

ticipants were asked to maintain their gaze on the fixation

LED on the rubber hand and declare to which finger the

tactile target was delivered (index or little finger) as

quickly as possible. They answered by pressing one of two

keys (3 or 6) on a numerical keypad, using the index and

middle fingers of the right hand. Each trial began with a

variable delay (ranging between 1200 and 1800 ms, in

200 ms steps), followed by the visuo-tactile stimulation

(50 ms) delivered to one of the fingers (index or little) in

randomized order. If no response was given during

1000 ms after the visuo-tactile stimulation, the next trial

started without any feedback. Overall, 120 trials were

Fig. 1 Schematic representation of an experimental block and the

four experimental conditions of the rubber hand illusion (RHI). On

the left, the flow of tasks in one experimental block is depicted. A

baseline proprioceptive drift measurement was also acquired at the

beginning of the study (not shown in the diagram), followed by four

experimental blocks. Gray boxes indicate measurements of RHI

intensity, whereas a black box indicates the RHI exposure phase. On

the right, a schematic of the four experimental conditions in the RHI

exposure phase is depicted. The top two figures illustrate the rubber

hand position and direction during the visuo-tactile discrimination

task as the RHI induction phase. The bottom four figures illustrate the

pattern of visuo-tactile stimulation for each condition when the LED

was turned on at the index finger of the rubber hand (note that the

experimental design also included another set of trials in which the

LED was turned on at the little finger of the rubber hand). The circles

on the rubber hand indicate LEDs that deliver visual stimuli, whereas

triangles near the real hand indicate tactile stimulators. Shaded areas

imply an area invisible to participants
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delivered in each experimental block. White noise was

delivered through headphones throughout the speeded tasks

to mask any sound produced from the tactile stimulators.

We adopted four experimental conditions to modulate

the RHI. Each condition resulted from the factorial com-

bination of two variables: (1) congruency between the

tactile stimulation on the real hand and the visual stimu-

lation on the rubber hand (congruent vs. incongruent, as

explained above); (2) alignment of the rubber hand with

respect to the participant’s left hand (aligned vs. rotated

180 degrees). Incongruent stimulation, as well as the

rotation of the rubber hand by 180 degrees (as described in

#2 above), both effectively eliminate the illusion (Ehrsson

et al. 2004; Pavani et al. 2000).

Each experimental condition was assigned to one

experimental block. The resulting experimental conditions

were Congruent/Aligned, Incongruent/Aligned, Congruent/

Rotated, and Incongruent/Rotated. The order of the

experimental conditions was counterbalanced across par-

ticipants. When the experimental setting was changed,

participants were instructed to keep their eyes closed.

RHI Measurements

Proprioceptive Drift Measurement

In the proprioceptive drift measurement, participants were

asked to estimate the position of their hidden left hand,

using a ruler reflected on the mirror and appearing at the

same depth as the hand (as in Tsakiris and Haggard 2005).

Participants were instructed to report verbally a number on

the ruler corresponding to the perceived position of their

left middle finger. During proprioceptive judgments, the

neon light under the mirror was switched off to make the

rubber hand invisible and the ruler visible, which was

reflected on the surface of the box. Participants were

required to repeat the judgment three times, with different

rulers always presented with random offset in order to

exclude any response strategies or use of external cues.

To measure the proprioceptive drift, three wooden rulers

were used. The scale changed on each ruler (i.e., 1–145,

101–280 and 301–440 cm, respectively) to avoid partici-

pants memorizing the number used previously and using it

as a reference. To obtain a measure of the actual hand

position, we noted the distance between participant’s left

middle finger and the left panel of the box (real distance).

To measure the perceived hand position, we noted the

distance between the location that participants pointed on

the ruler and the left side of the box (perceived distance).

The proprioceptive mismatch was calculated as the dif-

ference between the real distance and the perceived dis-

tance. A positive value indicates that participants estimated

the position of their own left hand towards the location of

the rubber hand, whereas a negative value indicates an

estimated position in the direction opposed to the rubber

hand.

The proprioceptive drift measurement was conducted

before and after the RH exposure (Fig. 1). In addition, we

conducted this task before starting the RH experimental

blocks to obtain a baseline value for each participant (i.e.,

the accuracy in estimating hand position through

proprioception).

Subjective Report of RHI Intensity Using a Visual Analog

Scale (VAS)

In order to measure the subjective illusory feeling elicited

by the RHI, we used a VAS questionnaire with three items.

The first item was ‘‘I felt as if the rubber hand were my

hand’’, which was related to the ‘‘ownership illusion’’. The

second item was ‘‘It seemed as if I were feeling the tactile

stimulus in the location where I saw the rubber hand tou-

ched’’, which was related to ‘‘tactile mislocalization’’. The

third statement was ‘‘It felt as if my hand were drifting

towards the rubber hand’’, which could be considered as a

control condition because no such movement sensations

are typically triggered by the rubber hand illusion (Botvi-

nick and Cohen 1998). However, Asai et al. (2011) and

Asai 2015 have reported that this item could be positively

correlated with the proprioceptive drift. Here, we consider

this item as ‘‘movement sensation’’. Participants were

asked to rate how much they agreed with each item by

pointing to a line in which the left end indicated ‘‘complete

disagreement’’ and the right end indicated ‘‘complete

agreement’’ with the item. The length of the line changed

randomly for each item and each repetition of the ques-

tionnaire (three items 9 five repetitions for each partici-

pant) in order to prevent participants from selecting the

same score for all items without due consideration. The

range of the line length was 60–120 mm, and the range of

averaged line length across participants for each item was

94.00–95.50. To obtain the illusion scores used for the

statistical test, the distance between the left end of the line

and the location pointed by the participant was divided by

the length of the line and multiplied by 100.

Unisensory Tactile Detection Task

The task was a speeded detection of tactile stimuli deliv-

ered to the index or little finger of participant’s left hand.

This task was identical to the visuo-tactile task described

above with the important exception that visual distractors

were not present. For each experimental condition, 60 trials

were delivered in a single block. Discrimination reaction

times (RTs) were recorded in each trial. The results were

excluded from the analysis conducted here because they
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are not as relevant to the aim of this study, but are instead

to be reported in a separate study in preparation. We report

the task here for the sake of reproducibility of our exper-

imental design (Baker 2016; Open Science Collaboration

2015).

Experimental Design and Behavioral Data Analysis

The experimental design included two within-participants

factors: congruency of visuo-tactile stimuli (Congruent or

Incongruent) and alignment of the rubber hand (Aligned or

Rotated) during the visuo-tactile discrimination task.

Two-way repeated ANOVAs were conducted on all

questionnaire scores and the two within-participant factors,

congruency (Congruent/Incongruent) and alignment

(Aligned/Rotated). For the analysis of proprioceptive drift,

we first conducted paired t-tests between the pre-experi-

ment baseline and each of the experimental blocks. Next,

we statistically tested the induction scores (i.e., the dif-

ference in proprioceptive judgment between each experi-

mental block and the pre-experiment baseline) between

blocks using two-way repeated ANOVAs with congruency

and alignment as within-participant factors. All multiple

comparisons were corrected by the Bonferroni method.

Statistical significance was set at p\ 0.05.

EEG Recordings and Analyses

EEG was continuously recorded throughout the experiment

at a sampling rate of 1000 Hz from 64 Ag–AgCl electrodes

referenced to the nose tip (Brain Vision, Brain Products,

Germany). The electrodes were placed on Fpz, Fp1, Fp2,

AF3, AF4, AF7, AF8, Fz, F1, F2, F3, F4, F5, F6, F7, F8,

FCz, FC1, FC2, FC3, FC4, FC5, FC6, FT7, FT8, Cz, C1,

C2, C3, C4, C5, C6, T7, T8, CPz, CP1, CP2, CP3, CP4,

CP5, CP6, TP7, TP8, TP9, TP10, Pz, P1, P3, P2, P4, P5,

P6, P7, P8, POz, PO3, PO4, PO7, PO8, Oz, O1, and O2,

according to the international 10–10 system. The impe-

dance at each electrode was maintained below 10 kX on

average, typically below 5 kX. The amplifier bandpass

filter was 0.1–120 Hz.

EEG data analyses were conducted using EEGLAB

10.2.5.8b (Delorme and Makeig 2004) under the Matlab

platform (version 2009b; MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA).

At first, a 1 Hz high-pass filter (FIR filter, transition band

0.1 Hz) was applied to all EEG waveforms. In addition, a

125 Hz low-pass filter was applied as an anti-aliasing filter

for down sampling the data into 250 Hz. An average ref-

erence across all electrodes was calculated and applied.

EEG data were segmented into epochs from 600 ms pre-

stimulus to 1200 ms post-stimulus, with 901 time points.

Bad epochs were automatically discarded by the following

criteria: (1) the epoch included an extreme amplitude value

exceeding -200 or ?200 lV; or (2) the epoch included an

extreme power spectra exceeding three standard deviations

from the mean (SD). The extended Infomax independent

component analysis (ICA) with a natural gradient (imple-

mented in EEGLAB) was performed to obtain 64 Inde-

pendent Components (ICs) from each of 20 participants.

The total number of ICs was thus 1280 (20 partici-

pants 9 64 ICs). The mean trial number included in later

analyses was 117.36 (SD = 2.72). For each IC, an equiv-

alent current dipole was estimated using DIPFIT 2.2

(EEGLAB plug-in using Fieldtrip toolbox functions,

Oostenveld et al. 2011). The Montreal Neurological Insti-

tute standard coordinate system was used for the head

model.

Event-related spectral perturbation (ERSP) was calcu-

lated for the 1280 ICs. For the ERSP calculation, the

Morlet wavelet was used. Log-spaced 98 frequencies

ranging from 3 to 100 Hz were calculated every 8 ms

starting from 300 ms prior to and ending 600 ms following

stimulus onset (baseline from -300 to -50 ms) with a

wavelet cycle of two at 3 Hz and 13 at 100 Hz. The data

dimension of the ERSP was reduced to ten using principle

component analysis, and IC clustering was performed

using k-means with the criteria of dipole location (nor-

malization weight, 8), scalp topography (normalization

weight, 3), and ERSP (latency, 0–600 ms; frequency,

3–100 Hz; normalization weight, 5) to generate 18 IC

clusters. Using this clustering method, the task-related

EEG components can be classified in a data-driven fashion

(Makeig et al. 2004; Miyakoshi et al. 2010) as opposed to

the traditional EEG analysis that utilizes component

selection across participants. The effectiveness of the

clustering technique has also been demonstrated for noise

separation (Gramann et al. 2010). The first cluster was

excluded because it was a parent cluster including all

components. In addition, the second outlier cluster was

discarded due to its inclusion of 31 components that

showed extreme abnormal values (3 SD) across all clusters

at the k-mean clustering. The remaining 16 clusters were

used for a further causality analysis.

The cortical causality among the clusters was calculated

using SIFT, which is a plug-in of the EEGLAB (Mullen

et al. 2010; Delorme et al. 2011). Before the calculation of

a causality index, a target IC for each participant was

extracted from each target cluster. Only one IC showing

the earliest IC number–which is the IC with the largest

contribution ratio of all ICs–was selected from the ICs

involved in each target cluster per participant. From this IC

selection method, six target clusters were reconstructed to

include one selected IC from each participant, which

resulted in 20 ICs in total for each cluster. To avoid

problems arising from circular analyses, we separated all

trials into two datasets. Fifty trials were randomly selected
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from the trials with an odd number, whereas another 50

trials were randomly selected from the trials with an even

number. The first dataset was used for the analysis to

confirm the significant difference, and the other was used

for correlation analysis with the behavioral data. To eval-

uate a common information process across all conditions,

datasets from four conditions were merged into one dataset,

which made two datasets (the datasets for selection anal-

ysis and correlation analysis) with 200 trials per each

participant. Each dataset of the reconstructed clusters with

200 trials was used for calculating the causality index in the

identical manner.

Firstly, the ICA activation was normalized by the

ensemble mean and deviation at all the time points. On the

normalized data, we conducted model fitting using the

Vieira-Morf algorithm with the following parameters:

window length 400 ms, step size 28 ms, and model order

10. The model order was optimized from 1 to 20 as to

minimize the Hannan-Quinn criterion (Lütkepohl 2006) for

each participant, and then the optimized values were

averaged across all participants (10.25, SD = 0.97, Range:

9–12). The fitted model was validated by the whiteness of

the residuals, model stability, and percent consistency for

each of time windows. The whiteness of the residual was

evaluated by four indices implemented in SIFT, using the

Auto-Correlation Function (ACF), Box-Pierce (BPP),

Ljung-Box (LBP) and Li-McLeod (LMP) Portmanteau

tests. The percentage of the time windows (of 58 time

windows) that showed significant whiteness of the residual

were calculated for each index, and then the percentages

were averaged across participants. The averaged percent-

ages of the time windows were considered high for all

indices (ACF: 99.66 %, SD = 0.88; BPP: 99.91 %,

SD = 0.38; LBP: 99.91 %, SD = 0.38; and LMP:

99.91 %, SD = 0.38). Model stability was also evaluated

as a percentage of the time windows that had significant

stability. Although percent consistency averaged across

participants was relatively low (81.10 %, SD = 2.60), it

was not problematic. According to the remarkably high

score on the whiteness and model stability, we adopted

these settings for model fitting. Based on the model cal-

culated with the above-mentioned parameters, the causality

index was calculated. As an index of causality, we adopted

renormalized partial directed coherence (rPDC; Schelter

et al. 2009). This index overcame the problem of pseudo-

correlation observed if the Granger Causality analysis was

applied to the multivariate data, and it has an advantage

when comparing the causalities between frequencies. For

the selection analysis, the difference between rPDC values

at each time point during 0–600 ms post-stimulus and

baseline rPDC values averaged across 300–50 ms pre-

stimulus were statistically tested using a cluster based

p value correction (Cohen 2014) for each condition.

Baseline values were calculated by averaging the values at

all time points during the baseline period for each fre-

quency point. Firstly, uncorrected pseudo p-values were

obtained by t-test between the target and the baseline

values. The continuous significant area (in pixels) on the

time–frequency plot was detected based on the uncorrected

p-values, and the number of pixels for all significant areas

was calculated. The target and baseline were randomly

permutated, and t-tests identical to the first test were con-

ducted. The procedures were repeated 1000 times, and

1000 t-values were obtained at each time–frequency pixel.

For all repetitions, the numbers of the continuous pixels

showing significant effect were calculated and sorted.

Using these values, we have obtained a distribution of the

numbers of the continuous pixels showing significant effect

for a null hypothesis (the label for statistical test (baseline

or target) was randomly assigned). The 50th values of the

1000 numbers of the continuous significant pixels

(p\ 0.05) were used as a criterion of the significantly

continuous area (clustered pixels). The significant area with

smaller pixel size (the numbers of the continuous signifi-

cant pixels) than this criterion was masked as a non-sig-

nificant area. For the remaining significant area, the values

of the rPDC averaged across the time–frequency window

were extracted per condition from the second dataset cre-

ated for the correlation analysis with the behavioral

indices.

Correlation Analysis Between the Causality Values

of EEG and Behavior Results

As mentioned-above, the values for the correlational

analysis stemmed from the second dataset for finding the

target time–frequency window, in order to avoid circularity

problems. The Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient was

adopted to avoid an effect of extreme values. The statistical

test for the correlation analysis was multiple comparison

test, so we corrected the p-value according to the ‘max

statistics’ method (Groppe et al. 2011), using a permutation

test with 1000 repetitions.

Results

Behavioral Results

Questionnaire

For ‘‘ownership illusion’’ (Questionnaire Item 1), the lar-

gest scores of all conditions were observed in the Con-

gruent/Aligned condition (Fig. 2a). Two-way repeated

ANOVA revealed an interaction between congruency and

alignment (F (1, 19) = 9.32, p\ 0.01). Subsequent simple
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effect analysis revealed a significantly greater induction

score in the Congruent/Aligned condition compared to the

Incongruent/Aligned condition (F (1, 19) = 7.00,

p\ 0.05) and the Congruent/Rotated condition (F (1,

19) = 8.11, p\ 0.05). For the ‘‘tactile mislocalization’’

item (Questionnaire Item 2), two-way repeated ANOVA on

the induction score revealed a significant main effect of

congruency (F (1, 19) = 5.62, p\ 0.01) and alignment

(F (1, 19) = 11.13, p\ 0.01). The agreement with Ques-

tionnaire Item 2 was higher for (1) congruent trials than for

incongruent trials, and (2) for the aligned condition than for

the rotated condition. Finally, for the ‘‘movement sensa-

tion’’ item (Questionnaire Item 3), two-way repeated

ANOVA on the induction score revealed a significant main

effect of congruency (F (1, 19) = 6.26, p\ 0.05). The

agreement with Questionnaire Item 3 was higher for con-

gruent than for incongruent trials (see Fig. 2a).

Proprioceptive Drift

Proprioceptive drifts were measured as the difference in

proprioceptive judgments before and after each of the RH

exposure phases. The measured proprioceptive drifts (in

centimeters) are shown in Fig. 2b. Greater drifts emerged

for the congruent visuo-tactile conditions compared to

incongruent conditions, regardless of the RH alignment.

Significantly greater drift occurred in the Congruent/

Aligned (t (19) = 5.35, p\ 0.001) and Congruent/Ro-

tated conditions compared to the pre-experiment baseline

(t (19) = 3.46, p\ 0.05). In addition, a two-way repeated

ANOVA on the induction score revealed a significant

main effect of congruency (F (1, 19) = 42.16,

p\ 0.001).

EEG Results

ICA Clustering

A clustering analysis using 1280 ICs was conducted to

make 16 clusters (cluster numbers 1–16; Table 1). From all

the clusters, a sub-sample was selected based on two pre-

determined criteria: (1) inclusion of all participants; and (2)

low residual variance of the centroid dipole location.

Clusters 2, 4, 9, and 11 were excluded on the basis that the

components involved in the cluster were not derived from

all participants. Clusters 1, 2, 5, 6, 7, 15, and 16 were

excluded due to high residual variance, which suggests that

the estimated dipole source cannot be interpreted as a

cortical area. For these clusters, we tried to exclude bad

components if the component showed three standard

deviations of the principle component value for the

k-means clustering within the cluster. However, this did

not work to decrease the residual variance for all clusters.

After these conservative rejection methods, six clusters

remained (Cluster 3, 8, 10, 12, 13, and 14), which were

used for the causality analysis. The selected cluster showed

low residual variance for dipole estimation (\15 %), which

suggested that the dipole location of the estimated source is

mathematically valid. For each cluster, we identified the

most likely anatomical correspondence using the automatic

anatomical labeling (atlas_lookup.m) implemented in the

Fieldtrip toolbox function.

In Table 1, the selected clusters are highlighted in gray.

Cluster 3 showed a centroid dipole location at the right

middle occipital gyrus (right Occipital Cluster, BA19)

whereas cluster 8 showed a centroid cluster at the left

occipital gyrus (left Occipital Cluster, BA19). The centroid

Fig. 2 Results of the questionnaire and behavioral test a Subjective

report of illusion intensity from questionnaires. Average scores for the

illusory feeling of ownership of the rubber hand (left, Questionnaire

Item 1); the illusory drift of tactile perception (center, Questionnaire

Item 2); and the illusory movement sensation of the one hand toward

the rubber hand (right, Questionnaire Item 3). b Proprioceptive

judgment task. The bar graph shows the average proprioceptive drift

for the left hand. Positive values indicate that participants estimated

their left hand position nearer to the dummy hand; negative values

denote an estimate away from the dummy hand. Pre the period before

the experimental session; CON congruent visuo-tactile stimulation;

INC incongruent visuo-tactile stimulation; Aligned dummy hand and

real hand had the same positioning; Rotated dummy hand rotated 180

degrees with respect to the real hand. Bars indicate standard errors of

the mean
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dipole of cluster 10 was located at the anterior cingulate

cortex (BA32). However, given the low spatial resolution

of dipole estimation of scalp EEG, it is better to call this

cluster the ‘Frontal Cluster’. In addition, cluster 12, located

over the left superior parietal area, was termed the ‘left

Parietal Cluster’ (BA7). The remaining two clusters

(clusters 13 and 14) were labeled the ‘left Somatosensory

Cluster’ and ‘right Somatosensory Cluster’, respectively

(BA3). For the six target clusters, bad components were

excluded from the clusters by the same criterion used for

the excluded clusters.

Causality Analysis on EEG Activities Among

Targeted Clusters

Causality influence among target clusters that survived our

selection criteria was calculated using rPDC. Note that a

causality (directional connectivity) represented by rPDC

values has a direction. For example, causality values from

Cluster A to Cluster B are different from the causality

values from Cluster B to Cluster A. Using six target clus-

ters, a 6 9 6 causality matrix was obtained. Because

diagonal elements reflect combinations with the same

cluster, these six elements were excluded. The total number

of analyzed combinations with direction was 30. The

combinations which showed significant changes (increases

or decreases) with respect to baseline were observed for

two combinations in the Congruent/Aligned condition: (1)

from the Frontal Cluster to the Parietal Cluster; and (2)

from the Parietal Cluster to the Right Somatosensory

Cluster. Time–frequency maps for these two combinations

are plotted in Fig. 3.

As illustrated in Fig. 3, a significant decrease in rPDC

over baseline was observed around 200 ms, distributed

from 8 to 20 Hz, from the Frontal to the left Parietal

Cluster. We also detected a positive rPDC from the left

Parietal cluster to the right Somatosensory cluster,

observed around 550–750 ms in the 8–17 Hz range. These

significant rPDC changes were observed only in the Con-

gruent/Aligned condition.

Correlation analyses between the causality indices and

the behavioral measures were also examined. For the cor-

relation analyses, we focused on the Congruent/Aligned

condition, which showed significant increases in RHI

subjective ratings compared to the other conditions and in

proprioceptive drift compared to the pre-experiment base-

line. In the Congruent/Aligned condition, causal influence

from the Frontal to the left Parietal Cluster during

150–250 ms (8–20 Hz) showed a significant negative cor-

relation with questionnaire item 1 (‘‘I felt as if the rubber

Table 1 The MNI coordinates

of the averaged dipole location

for all clusters

Cls x y z BA Pars ICs Cortical area Mean rv

(%)

1 -71 -24 3 21, 22 20 79 Left MTG 16.96

2 24 66 3 10 19 61 Right SFG 31.32

3 40 -77 8 19 20 36 Right MOG 5.49

4 -4 -7 10 – 17 49 Thalamus 11.94

5 -40 59 9 10, 46 20 80 Left MFG 24.90

6 65 -45 -8 21, 37 20 67 Right MTG 21.20

7 -60 21 8 44, 45 20 74 Left IFG 30.19

8 -45 -75 -9 19 20 48 Left occipital 8.25

9 17 -53 53 7 19 56 Right parietal 12.38

10 -1 24 43 6, 8, 32 20 40 Frontal 13.00

11 1 38 -33 11 18 42 OFC 12.59

12 -18 -61 35 7 20 50 Left parietal 5.68

13 -43 -17 52 2, 3 20 35 Left SOM 4.87

14 42 -15 50 3, 4 20 39 Right SOM 6.87

15 69 -6 4 22, 42 43 20 62 Right STG 25.42

16 55 42 9 46 20 65 Right IFG 28.37

The Italicized rows are the selected clusters for the future analyses

Bold character denotes that the number does not reach the inclusion standard

BA Brodmann Area detected using the Talairach coordinates which is converted from the MNI coordinates.

Pars and ICs the number of participant and Independent Component included in the cluster, respectively.

MTG middle temporal gyrus, SFG superior frontal gyrus, MOG middle occipital gyrus, MFG middle frontal

gyrus, MTG middle temporal gyrus, IFG inferior frontal gyrus, OFC orbitofrontal cortex, SOM

somatosensory area, STG superior temporal gyrus
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hand were my hand’’; r (18) = -0.61, p\ 0.05) and with

questionnaire item 3 (‘‘It felt as if my hand were drifting

towards the rubber hand’’; r (18) = -0.64, p\ 0.05). In

addition, the causality indices from the left Parietal to the

right Somatosensory cluster around 550–750 ms were

positively correlated with the score of the proprioceptive

drift (r (18) = 0.57, p\ 0.05). The scatter plots for these

correlations are illustrated in Fig. 4.

Discussion

In the present study, we used the RHI paradigm in com-

bination with EEG and causality analysis to study the

cortical dynamics of the brain network involved in bodily

illusions. This novel approach led to three main findings.

Firstly, the ICA clustering results revealed a network

involving frontal and parietal association regions, as well

Fig. 3 Time-frequency plots for causality values and cortical loca-

tion of each cluster. On the top row, two causal relationships between

two cortical areas are illustrated. The causal flow from the frontal area

to the parietal area is illustrated in the left set of panels, and causal

flow from the parietal area to the right somatosensory area (SOM) is

shown in the right set of panels. The dipole locations (left) and

schematic representations (right) of the direction of the causal

influence are depicted. The estimated centroid dipole location of each

engaged cluster is plotted using a functional magnetic resonance

image (fMRI) template (‘colin27 average brain’ implemented in

EEGLAB). The arrow on the fMRI template image indicates the

direction of the causality (red arrows: increased causality compared

to the baseline period; blue arrows: decreased causality). In the

schematic representations, gray circles and blue arrows imply the

decrease of renormalized partial directed coherence (rPDC) compared

to baseline, whereas black circles and red arrows imply an increase of

rPDC compared to baseline. MOG: middle occipital gyrus. In the

middle panels, time–frequency maps of the causality values at the low

frequency band (3–20 Hz) are illustrated for each causality combi-

nation. The color of the boxes indicates whether the causality

increases or decreases compared to baseline (-300 to -50 ms). The

red color in the plots indicates a positive value; the blue, a negative

value; light green, zero. The bottom panels of the figure show the

time–frequency maps masked to show statistically significant differ-

ences (p\ 0.05) by statistical significance (Color figure online)

Fig. 4 Scatter plots of electroencephalography causality values

versus behavioral responses related to the rubber hand illusion

(RHI). Significant correlations are shown between the causality index

and behavioral outcomes of the RHI. In each plot, the x-axis indicates

the causality index (renormalized partial directed coherence: rPDC),

whereas the y-axis indicates the behavioral response. Questionnaire 1

(Q1) score: subjective report of the ownership illusion; Q3 score:

subjective report of the movement sensation; Proprioceptive drift:

proprioceptive drift in centimeters. Con/Ali indicates the Congruent/

Aligned experimental condition
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as bilateral somatosensory and visual sensory regions

active during the RHI. Secondly, we found evidence that,

during the Congruent/Aligned condition, both the sense of

ownership and perceived hand-drift were correlated with

changes in the causal relationship between the medial

frontal and left parietal area. Thirdly, we documented a

link between the proprioceptive drift and the modulations

from the parietal cortex to the right somatosensory cortex

(contralateral to the stimulated hand) during a relatively

late time period (between 550 and 750 ms post-

stimulation).

Our modified RHI setting elicited the expected bodily

illusions. Ownership on the rubber hand and touch mislo-

calization towards the rubber hand were both maximal in the

Congruent/Aligned condition. Significant changes in per-

ceived hand position and larger proprioceptive drifts towards

the rubber hand also emerged in the Congruent/Aligned

condition compared to the pre-experiment baseline mea-

surements. In addition, overall, we have demonstrated that

RHI intensity is higher in spatially congruent and aligned

conditions compared to the incongruent and 180� rotated

conditions, respectively. Collectively, our experimental

manipulations successfully induced the RHI, with maximal

effects when the visuo-tactile stimulation was congruent and

occurred on a rubber hand in an aligned position.

The EEG data analyzed with the method of ICA clus-

tering (Delorme and Makeig 2004) revealed six cortical

regions (clusters) activated during RH exposure and visuo-

tactile stimulation. The estimated cortical locations of these

independent components were compatible with a brain

network previously described in association with the RHI

(Ehrsson et al. 2004; Makin et al. 2008; Tsakiris et al.

2010). In agreement with the multisensory nature of the

stimuli used during the RH exposure, visual and

somatosensory areas on both sides of the brain were

identified. Occipital regions on both sides of the brain were

activated by the visual stimulation near the fake hand,

whereas somatosensory regions were activated bilaterally

by the tactile stimulation at the real hand. These sensory

responses are also compatible with the results of previous

event related potential studies that revealed evoked

potentials at the somatosensory and visual area during RHI

induction (Kanayama et al. 2007). In addition, the clus-

tering method revealed an involvement of frontal and

parietal areas in our experiment, which supports the

existing hypothesis of the brain network for RHI (Ehrsson

et al. 2004; Makin et al. 2008; Tsakiris et al. 2010).

Altogether, our results show that the expected cortical

network associated with the RHI can be revealed using

ICA clustering of scalp EEG.

One particularly interesting finding was emerged from

the causality analysis applied to the nodes of the RHI

network revealed by ICA clustering. Two significant

changes of the causality index with respect to baseline were

detected during the Congruent/Aligned condition, in which

the participants experienced the strongest RHI. The first

was a transient reduction of the causal relationship between

the medial frontal area and the parietal area; the second

was an increased connection between the parietal area and

the right somatosensory area contralateral to the stimulated

hand.

The transient reduction of the causal relationship

between the medial frontal area and the parietal area

occurred slightly before 200 ms from the stimulus onset. A

previous study (Kanayama and Ohira 2009) found that

theta band oscillations, occurring over frontal areas slightly

before 200 ms, were activated by visuo-tactile stimulation

regardless of the spatial congruency of the stimuli, com-

pared to unisensory stimulation. Other EEG studies have

reported frontal theta oscillations after 100 ms as an error-

related response (Luu et al. 2004; Keil et al. 2010; Trujillo

and Allen 2007) or conflict recognition (Botvinick et al.

1999, 2004; Cohen et al. 2000; Pastötter et al. 2010; van

Steenbergen et al. 2012). These studies suggest that the

medial frontal area around this time point might be

involved in reconciliation of the conflict between visual

stimulations on the fake hand and tactile stimulations on

the real hand. An intracranial EEG recording study also

demonstrated that the somatosensory and visual cortices

were activated by visuo-tactile stimulation within 200 ms

after stimulus onset (Quinn et al. 2014). This result implies

that 200 ms after visuo-tactile stimulation is a time point

when unimodal sensory processes might terminate and a

subsequent step takes place, in which frontal areas are

involved in the attempt to reconcile the conflicting multi-

sensory inputs. Gamma band oscillations at the parietal

area could be activated around 200–300 ms after the spa-

tially congruent visuo-tactile stimulation during this type of

multisensory integration task (Kanayama et al. 2007;

Kanayama and Ohira 2009; Kanayama et al. 2012), which

could be related to the multisensory integration process at

the sensory association area. The fronto-parietal interaction

could be a valid anatomical connectivity because this

connection has been supported by the superior longitudinal

fasciculus (Corbetta and Shulman 2002; Makris et al. 2005;

Thiebaut de Schotten et al. 2011). Altogether, we propose

that a potential role for the fronto-parietal connection

around 200 ms after stimulation is to influence whether

multisensory inputs are integrated or not, based on the

signal from the medial frontal area in relation to conflict

monitoring. This putative role for the connection between

frontal and parietal regions at this stage of processing is

supported by the negative correlation between the causal

relationship values and the RHI intensity. This correlation

suggests that decreased modulations from the medial

frontal to the parietal regions could favor the multisensory
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integration process that generates the RHI. Given that the

negative causal relationship in this study implied a

decreased causal relationship compared to the baseline

period, this reduction of the causal relationship has an

important role to keep our body extent within the bound-

aries of our real body.

The second intriguing causal relationship that emerged in

the present study was related to the positive rPDC value from

the parietal to the right somatosensory cortex, measured

around 550–750 ms. At this time point, any multisensory

integration process is likely concluded (Quinn et al. 2014). If

multisensory integration critically involves the parietal

association area at this late processing stage, the information

related to the integration process could be transmitted via

that area to other cortical areas—in this specific case, to the

somatosensory cortex contralateral to the hand receiving the

multisensory stimulations. Consequently, bodily sensations

could be altered in such a way as to also alter the represen-

tation of the body in space (i.e., proprioceptive drift). We

hypothesize in particular that it affects the sense of body

ownership. Specifically, the information flow from the

parietal to the right somatosensory cortex around

550–750 ms might bias perceptual processing of the left

hand. Albeit speculative, this notion is compatible with the

observation that this information flow was positively corre-

lated with the proprioceptive drift score, as if the backward

information flow from the association area to the primary

sensory area was instrumental in the biasing of propriocep-

tive signals related to the left hand. This result is consistent

with previous work demonstrating a significant, positive

relationship between BOLD signal strength in the posterior

parietal cortex and proprioceptive drift toward the rubber

hand (Brozzoli et al. 2012).

In a recent study, the same type of analysis of causal

influence using EEG revealed the information flow from

motor to visual areas during a virtual mirror experience

(Serino et al. 2015). In the virtual mirror setting, partici-

pants viewed the avatar’s face rotating synchronous with

participants’ face rotation, which induced agency and

ownership on the avatar’s face. After this induction, par-

ticipants’ visual perception and recognition of the avatar’s

face were biased to be self-related. This result implies that

critical brain regions for the modulation of self-recognition

(the motor area for the virtual mirror experience) can

influence relevant brain regions for the illusory perception

related to bodily self-consciousness (the visual area for

face perception). Here we propose that a similar logic

could apply during the RHI: a critical region for multi-

sensory integration (i.e., the parietal lobe) influences a key

region for hand perception (i.e., the somatosensory cortex).

This would suggest that this type of causal influence could

be generalized to other modulation mechanisms of self-

recognition.

Limitations

In the present study, we measured subjective feelings of

RHI using VAS, and found significant increases of these

scores for congruent (relative to incongruent) visuo-tactile

stimulation; this was particularly true in the Aligned rubber

hand condition relative to the Rotated condition. Although

these differences were statistically significant, it should be

noted that the agreement scores were generally quite low

(mean scores of RHI lower than 50 % for most conditions).

This suggests that participants generally disagreed with all

the items, which is indicative of a weak overall RHI. This

reduced RHI is potentially related to a constraint of our

event-related EEG study. To create the RHI within our

event-related EEG study, we had to use single pairings of

visual and tactile stimuli. Tactile stimulation required a

solenoid stimulator, so we could not use the continuous

stroking of a paintbrush for several seconds typical for RHI

studies. In future studies, optimizing the experimental

setting for inducing the RHI could enhance the illusion

score; it is important to replicate the current results in

participants that strongly feel the illusion. In particular, it

would be interesting to extend the results herein by com-

paring participants organized into groups with high and

low/absent RHI scores, respectively, and subsequently

analyzing their causal dynamics to identify potential RHI-

related differences.

In this study, we have adopted an ICA to exclude

external noise or unrelated biological responses on scalp

EEG. In addition, using the residual variance as a criterion

of component rejection, we carefully controlled the quality

of each dipole estimation to limit mislocalization of noise-

contaminated EEG activation to any cortical source.

Nonetheless, the spatial resolution of scalp EEG for esti-

mating dipole location is limited and remains always vul-

nerable to external noise. For this reason, we have

conservatively avoided referring to specific cortical areas

when labeling clusters. Although the present study

demonstrates that the fronto-parietal causal interaction

relates to the RHI strength, it would be of interest to

replicate this result using magnetoencephalography or to

combine EEG with other brain imaging methods to obtain

higher spatial resolution for more detailed localization of

the network node.

Another concern is related to the degree of arbitrariness

involved in target cluster selection. Although in the present

work the selection was based on pre-defined external cri-

teria, there are currently no commonly shared standards for

this selection process. When applying our criteria, we had

to exclude clusters that could potentially play a relevant

role in the brain network subtending the RHI. For instance,

cluster 11 was located in the right parietal area, which has

been related to body representation and ownership by
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previous studies (Blanke and Mohr 2005; Ehrsson et al.

2004, 2005; Lunn 1970). We conservatively excluded this

cluster in order to focus only on cortical activations

observed from all participants. However, we cannot deny

the possibility that the excluded clusters might have an

important role in the processing of the RHI because their

relevance could be independent from the quality of the

dipole estimation results. It is also worth noting that

approximately 20–30 % of participants typically do not

experience the illusion (Kalckert and Ehrsson 2014), and

using the criterion of cluster number selection based on the

proportion of participants included could be influenced by

this inter-individual variability.

Conclusions

We used time–frequency and causality analyses of EEG in

combination with behavioral measures to start unraveling

the dynamic brain network underlying the RHI. Our

causality analysis using rPDC suggests that the information

flow from the frontal to the parietal cortices could be

critical for maintaining stable ownership of our own body.

In particular, we revealed that the causal relationship

between the medial frontal to the parietal cortex was

inversely related to the intensity of the illusion of owner-

ship. In other words, the illusory sense of ownership on the

dummy hand was usually inhibited by the causal infor-

mation flow from the medial frontal cortex (origin) to the

parietal cortex (receiver). This suggests distinct roles for

the frontal and parietal area in the RHI. The medial frontal

cortex could contribute to the detection of visual-so-

matosensory congruencies (or incongruencies) and, in turn,

inform the parietal cortex of the presence or absence of

multisensory mismatches concerning body ownership.

Generally, we do not experience a sense of body ownership

like the RHI on anything that can be seen, which suggests a

constraint to limit our extent of body ownership. The

information flow from the medial frontal cortex to the

parietal cortex revealed in this study could serve as this

type of constraint. Under any specific condition (e.g., RHI

or tool-use), this information flow (the negative causal

relationship between the frontal to the parietal area) could

be disrupted and then our sense of body ownership could

be extended to outside of our body. Moreover, we observed

a significant positive correlation between the propriocep-

tive drift and an increased causal relationship from the

parietal cortex to the right somatosensory cortex, which

occurred at a relatively late timing. These findings suggest

a second stage of RHI, in which the information processed

at the parietal cortex is back-projected to the somatosen-

sory cortex contralateral to the real hand, inducing the

proprioceptive drift. Collectively, we observed possibly

two steps of RHI: (1) unlocking the mechanisms that pre-

serve body integrity, allowing RHI to emerge; and (2)

modulating the proprioception using the multisensory

perception of visuo-tactile stimuli on our body.
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